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Pafch Adams Comes to NSU
helpirigotherpeoplecouldinakehim
stronger in his personal life. Patch
graduated from the Virginia ComOn Wednesday, October 6, 1999, monwe~lth University School of
Dr. Hunter Patch Adams made a visit Medicine.
He plans to build his famous
to Nova's College of Osteopathic ·
Medicine. Dr. Adams gave ·many Gesundheit Institute in Virginia to
inspirational speeches to the medi- treat anyone who needs it. Accordcal students and faculty at Nova dur- ing to Patch, because of the great
ing the week. Patch, as he insists success of the movie Patch Adams
people call him, has not enjoyed the starring Robin Williams, people have
"great life" as so many people think contributed the millions of dollars
doctors do. He was born into an av- necessary for him to build this hQs~
erage-working family that had their pital. He expects the hospital to open
ti.mes -of struggle and laughter. Be- in four years. The hospital will open
coming a doctor was Patch's great- equipped with the latest ·and greatest achievement; he decided that est medical technology possibly, and
over I 0,000
volunteer physicians from
around the
country will
run the clinic.
Patch
Adam's story
is a unique one
to say the
least. Patch
was hospitalized . three
times before
attending
medical
school because of what
he calls, "the
horror of injustice that
people do to
each other."
Patch Adams takes a moment to meet NSU .ftudents.
-Photo by P. Griff As Patch at-

By Peter Salerno
Campus Life Staff Writer
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tended undergraduate school in Vir- not only did the beating severely
ginia, he remembers walking into a · bother him, but the fact that no one
. local park and sitting down on one did anything to protect the child in a
of the benches. As he was sitting, a · crowded park made him seriously
little black boy around the age of think about life with a whole new
eleven was in desperate need of a sip perspective.
of water. Atthattime separate drinkAt the press conference, Patch
ing fountains were the norm. The was awarded the first ever Jude
little boy went over to the "black" Award for his devotion to the healperson's water fountain to quench his ing of mankind regardless of monthirst otily to find it broken. Still etary status. The award is named for
needing his drink, the boy went over the physician, James R. Jude, who
to the "white" person's water foun- was one of the pioneering doctors at
tain. Since it was working, he be- John Hopkins School of Medicine ..
gan to drink when a white man ran Jude developed cardiopulmonary reup to the boy and beat him nearly to - suscitation, (CPR) the procedure that
death. Patch continued to say that,
.see ADAMS on page 4

NSU is Under Water,
full of man-made lakes.
"This weather sucks," replied
sophomore Marquise Kiffin. "I had
to roll up my jeans, so I could run
through these puddles, come into a

By Dana Kalichman
Contributing Writer

The recent weather has everyone
in a slump. The downpour of Hurricane Irene is making it even more difsee Irene on last page
ficult than usual for students
to get to class .. What is worse,
Nova Southeastern University endmes flooding every
single time it rains a little too
hard.
Each time it rains, even a
little, the water in the parking lot gets to a ridiculous
height making it impossible
to park. Students wade
through the water and get
soaking wet. Especially af.
. .
ter this hurricane Nova This photo was taken on Saturday, October 16, m
Southeastern Univ:rsity is front of the Parker Building.
.
starting to look like a campus
-Photo by M. Citron
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National C91legiate
Alcohol Awareness Week
S.HA.P.E. Members Organize
their First Event of the Year
Press Release
This .is the twelfth anniversary
for National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (NCAAW). Nova
Southeastern University's Wellness
Center and Student Health Advocates for Peer Education are recognizing this national event during the
week of October 18 through the 22.
This year, more than 3,000
colleges and universities
--..

with this information and more. Free
keychains, cups, and pamphlets will
also be distributed. Popl}lar events
such as "It Pays To Buckle Up" and
the "Smart Drink Contest" will be
held again this year. · Anyone inter;.
ested in making a non:.alcoholic beverage to compete for a prize can contact the Wellness Center for more details.
In addition, a wrecked car will

.cational
~~r::~i::e1~:.~~~:
,..~
.·.~·····.·· ·.·.··'.·.· bt:d;~~~:1/~~:~::r
effort .serv!ng
.....•.··· ... c: •... ··.:."; ,) J\ a? alcohol-related act.

I

t ·•

college and umverstt~,
. .. . ··· ·... ··· .·.· ;/ '.7
c1dent. The a~nual
students.
· ·•· ;·
Wall of Pledges wtll be
NCAAW is a
· ,•··. ·. .,.··
displayed
in , the
··.· ·
Rosenthal Dining Hall. NSU
chance for NSU students to learn about the
· :_,
'/ students, faculty, and staff will
negative
conse~ f I make a pledge to never drink
and drive, nor to let their loved
quences of alcohol
~~) ones drive a car while intoxioping responsible,
._ c_ ~
cated. Those contracts are
lifelong decisionthen added to the Wall of
making . processes
Pledges for everyone to view.
about alcohol. The main
A guest speaker will also share
goal of the weeklong campaign is to personal experiences related to alcoincrease student awareness of the hol.
physical and emotional effects that
The Wellness Center and
result from alcohol abuse. In addi:-. S.H.A.P.E. invite you to be a part of
tion, information on drinking respon- this informative event. Come par-:
sibly, designating a driver, and the ticipate to win prizes, and join us in
· dangers of alcohol and sex is also helping save lives at NSU! If you
provided.
have any questions, please feel free
Information tables will he set up to call (954) 262-7040 for more inat various locations around campus formation.

abuse while <level-

Premed, ISA,
&NATURE
Clean-up the .Beach
By Peter Salerno
Campus Life Staff Writer

On Saturday, October 2, 1999,
Nova students from the Premedical
Society, NATURE, and ISA (Indian
Student Association) teamed-up to
help clean-up the beach areas around
the Oceanographic Center at John U.
Lloyd State Park in Dania. The event
started around l Oa.m. when students
divided into groups to attack different parts of the beach. The event was
a great contributor to the community
because students picked up several
garbage cans worth of trash off the
beach. Some of the garage collected
included plastic buckets, styrofoam
cups and various other types of
drinking containers, pieces of 2x4
wood, dead fish washed up onto the
sand, and much more. Granted some
items washed up on the beach from
other areas, but many of the collected
materials found on the beach were
from people who just plain neglected

to clean up after themselves. It is
important that all Nova students become more environmentally friendly
because.we will only hurt ourselves
if we are not careful.
The event attracted about 35 students. The barbecue following the
clean-up lasted until l :00 p.m.
Foods included hot dogs, .hamburgers, and also many various Indian
delicacies prepared for all to sample.
After lunch, students spent the remainder of the d.ay playing sports
like football and attempting to i,er.suade chemistry professor, Vic
Shanhbag to join in on a few games.The Premed Society hosts this an-:.nual event at the Oceanographic
Center and encourages friends and
family to attend next year's cle·anup to help improve our community.
Drs. Robert S. Pomeroy (faculty advisor to Premed) and Vic Shanhbag
(faculty advisor to ISA) volunteered
their titne and efforts to help coordinate the event.

It is important that all Nova students
become more environmentally friendly
because we will only hurt ourselves if we
are not careful.

Academic Support
Center Relocates .
Academic Support
Center Pre~s Release
that the Academic Support Center
· · academic
.
. The Academic Support Center has moved, its serviceshas moved to a new location - the skills tutoring, the Intensive Studies
modular building complex near the . Program, disability services, and
Parker Building - . which already more ·- join the existing academic
includes the Testing Assessment and student support programs availCenter, the Wellness Center, and the able in this modular building com- .,· Student,\' volunteered to.dean-up the beal·hes at John U. Lloyd National Park. ~
· nearby Career Resource Center. Now plex. .
.
·
-Photo by P. Salerno
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really glad I went to this seminar. I
plan to become a physician, and now
I will have a better understanding of
the needs of Muslim patients that I
By Olga Martinez
will treat."
Minority Senator/
The executive board of IMAN
PR Committee
worked diligently to make this event
successful. Lubna Hammad and
The Twelfth Student Senate RefRoya Ghorsriz shopped for the
By Rabia Halim,
erenda passed on Friday, October 1,
snacks that were provided. Aleyah
President of IMAN
1999, after voting took place outside
Yasin, Aliyya Hosein, and Hammad
of the Parker and Rosenthal BuildWhat would happen if you have put flyers up at the dorms, the Parker
ings and Goodwin Residence' Hall.
a dying Muslim patient who wants building, and the Health Professions
The Referenda gave the IOC Senato be medically treated in accordance Division. Shereen Eoonous and
tor a position on the Financial Comto Islam? Would you know what to Rabia Halim worked with Dr. Ben Press Release
mittee of the Student Government
do? Islam is the fastest growing reli- Mulvey, the·Director of Liberal Arts
Association along with the Inter-FraAIDS is one of the greatest pub- ternity Senator and Recognized Sogion in the United States. With over at NSU tq plan dialogue itself. Dr.
6 million followers of this monothe- Mulvey, who teaches Biomedical lic health threats of this century. In rority Senator. .
istic faith around the world, you are Ethics, helped Halim and Eoonous observance of the AIDS pandemic,
The results were as follows: Yesbound to meet and befriend many present correct definitions of eutha:- the Wellness Center and Student 157, No-39, and Invalid-I. One hunnasia, physi- Health Advocates for Peer Education
Muslims.
dred ninety-six students voted which
cian-assisted are organizing events for AIDS ,
The Muslim
comprises more than 15% of the
suicide, and Awareness Week, October 25-29.
With over ·6 million
population
Nova Southeastern University Undeath. "The Nova Southeastern University's stuat
Nova
followers
of
this
dergraduate Student Activity Feedefinitions dents, faculty, and staff will be asked
SoutheastPaying population.
monotheistic faith around
were handed to wear red ribbons to show support
ern UniverSome changes have taken place
to every par- for AIDS awareness, and prevention
sity
has the world, you are bound to
during this past week. . On Sunday,
ticipant. It ·through education.
grown expo- ·
October 10, 1999, Travis Hensley
meet
and
befriend
many
helped crenentially.
S.H.A.P.E. will distribute red rib- announced his resignation as Vice
Muslims.
ate a level bons, literature, free HIV testing couThe mission
President of Legislative Affairs. His
ground for pons and more at information tables
of IMAN
resignation was not a personal
all the at- set up at various locations through(Internachoice. Some of the changes immetional Muslim Student Association at tendees. We all understood what out the week. Red ribbons will be diately implemented included the
NSU) is to educate the students about each term meant and that allowed ev- tied around trees on campus to show appointments through majority vote
eryone to participate in the dis.cus- support, and a speaker and movie are
Islam.
of Heather Gilchrist as the new VPL
sion,"
Halim stated.
On Wednesday, October 6, 1999,
additional highlights of the week.
and Craig Dean as the new Vice
Each person contributed to the
IMAN held a dialogue on the Islamic
Shane Solheim, peer educator President of Judicial Affairs. The Eperspective on euthanasia. Over 30 success of the event. The hard work coordinator, says, "Specifics about· board Secretary position is now .
people were in attendance and the , showed as each person left and events will be advertised soon. Look open. This position will be filled as
discussion was lively. Maulana thanked the executive board for host- for additional information on our soon as the E-board appoints someShafayat Mohammad, a renowned ing the seminar. Donna Mangatt, a bulletin boards, flyers, and banners." one. Amy Turner also recently reIslamic scholar, spoke about the is- pre-optometry student, commented,
If you would like more informa~ signed her position in the Organiza"I
thought
the
discussion
was
really
sues of death, suicide, and euthanation about the week or would like tional Standards Board, thus leaving
sia. The dynamic speaker was the interesting and it brought together a more information on AIDS educa- an OSB position open.
principal ofDarul Uloom Institute in lot of people to learn something new tion and prevention, contact the
Pembroke Pines, the fastest growing about a religion. And the food was Wellness Center at (954) 262-7040. ,
.\'ee SGA on page 15
Islamic school in
South Florida. He
engaged the undergraduates, law students, and medical
students in a discussion that provoked
1
II
3215 University Drive
strong thoughts.
<Across From Nova southeastern University) · ~
_
Lubna Hammad, a
Davie
Legal Studies ma-jor at NSU and trea472-7782 Fax
- surer of IMAN ·
~
:
:
:
:
:
All
sandwiches
Are
Made
To Order
Any-Deli sandwich
commented, "He
_With Purchase Of
1
~
was a really good
12"
Deli
sandwich
I
_
I
~
speaker. I think
With Val-Pak Coupon Only
I
I
With Val-Pak Coupon Only
what he said made
Expires 11/!9/99
I
Open
24
Hours
I
Expires 11/29/99
a lot of sense." Melissa Boltz, a junior
L~~!.8!.8!.~~~~~!~J
Drive Thru Open 6am-Midnight
~--r- majoring in Life
Sciences, said, "I'm

Show Your
SGAUpdate
Support for
one of the
Greatest
Public Threats
of the Century

Islamic
Perspective
on Euthanasia
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SGAAnswers
Questions
By Peter Salerno
Campus Life Staff Writer

>1iori;

ii!!~\?;'~~~'

On Sunday, October . 3,
NSUSGA held their weekly senate
meeting at the Red Room at the
Flight Deck in the Rosenthal Building. This meeting's main concern
dealt with campus activities, the
SGA leadership retreat, and-the ramifications of the referenda that was
voted upon on Friday, October 1.
Toe results of the voting were as follows: 157 yes to 39 no (only ten percent of the undergraduate population
was needed to pass the proposal).
. This means that.there will be a third
person on the finance committee for
the 1999/2000 school year. The ·
members consist of two Greek stu-dents and one club & organizations
representative (Erick Torres). These
three people review and approve/disapprove all proposals for SGA funds
for all organizations, clubs, fraternities, and sororities on campus.
During open forum, Senior,
Rabia Halim (President of IMAN)
and Sophomore, Mohit Sood (President of ISA) posed their concerns
about recent problems on campus.
Both presidents felt that the voting
that took place on Friday was not
well a4vertised. These students held
that the commuter senators had not
fully explained the issue to their constituents. Halim questioned why students' social security numbers were
used during this past voting event.
SGA claims that they needed some
way to identify eligible voters. The
problem with this, of course, is that
no student should have access to
9ther student's social security number.
Another problem brought to
SGA's attention was that the voting
table supposed to be in front of the
Parker Building was not there between the stated times. The table
was requested by SGA for the hours
of 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.- the table
did not officially start collecting
votes until 11 :00 a.m.. Voting on
Fridays poses a problem because
Nova is a predominant commuter
school, and many commuter students
do not have class on Friday. It is estimated that only one quarter of the
normal student population actually
has class on Friday.

Mr. Sood continued to ask SGA
why there is not equal representation .
of students on the Finance Committee. SGA responded they are going
to increase the committee members
from three to four representatives,
creating an equal say in the disbursement of funds. For this year, however, SGA claims clubs and organizations will have no problem obtain- ·
·ing funding for this year. No particular group shall receive special treatment like in past years. Sophomore,
Travis Hensely believes that all clubs,
organizations, and Greeks will be
given equal opportunity to obtain
funds for the 1999/2000 school year,
but no one has yet submitted any proposals for funds to this date.
It seems that because of
SGA's past history of problems, many
club presidents are skeptical about
any changes made to the constitution.
Thus far, SGA has had few problems
and continues to follow all their objectives for this year. .However, some
feel that SGA needs to work on informing students about what is 'happening on campus. It is SGA's recommendation that students attend the
meetings on Sundays to learn about
what is happening and to voice any
concerns they have.

Adams Receives the
First Jude Award
from front page

.

has saved many thousands of people
from eminent death. The award represents Dr. Jude's hands wrapped
around a human heart, a globe in the
center of the heart. The bronze
sculpture on a marble platform
weighs about forty pounds. Toe designer and sculptor of the award is
Dr. Samuel M. Plotnik, D.O., a pri-

"We celebrate money
and power [when] the
real important people
c,re people like the
teachers of this country
who get paid very little
for doing one of the most
important jobs. "

mary care physician who recently
retired from his practice of over
forty years in South Florida.
After Patch's closing remarks,
the audience asked several questions. When asked why everyone
was so against his ideas for treating
people by taking the time to be the
see PATCH on P!!ge 17

Psychology Club presents·. • •
Graduate Workshops _for
UNDERGRADUATES
learn how to get into Masters, Ph.D. and
Psv. o. grad·uate programs

Speakers ,and Food
IDV81Dll8r 2, 1111
1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
I

Pr_ivate Dining Hall
in the Rosenthal Student Center.

All students are welcome to attend!
Contact Shannon at
vetters@polaris.nova.edu.

...
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Campus Entertainmeri.t Committee: ·~f:J¥~) .·. . ...
~ccepts.univprsxty·· stlldents.·of·
Your Ticket to a -F un Packed
College Journey ·
Thiir1eg~lba~M untletgtadftater¥

~ty

.!~]iai!;i:c

By Rolando Tomasini
Campus
Entertainment Director

kayak, jet skies, water-skiing, food
and drinks, banana boat rides, snorkeling and sailing!
But if you missed it, you still
As the largest standing commit~
have time to board another trip like
tee in our student government, CEC
a spooky weekend at a charming,
is devoted to providing our students
gourmet Bed and Breakfast in
with a myriad of options for things to
Amelia Island for $65. The stay in
do in college, and some students are
this enchanted island will be include
already taking advantage of the "awea native ghost storyteller, video·scavsome deals offered" says Krista
enger hunt, and plenty of time to
Kepple, a former CEC chairperson
walk around the melancholy antique
and current SGA senator.
stores and historical
· It all started with GOT
-buildings. And for the
WOOD TOO? The weekmore athletic students,
.. end before school began.
a five-day trip to
Everyone had an opportuSmugglers Notch in
nity to come out to the bonVermont has been
fire, dance to the beat of
planned at a price ac- .
two live bands and get their
cessible to most skiinitial blessing from the
slope lovers.
fierce TIKI GOD. On SepOther students
tember 71h everyone who
have hopped into our
was initially interested in
vans to join the crowds
the group came to the .
at the Lenny Kravitz
PIZZAPARTYheldatthe J
and Smashmouth conFlight Deck, which gave
cert with a special apJaime Taylor, originally
pearance by the Artist
from Jacksonville, "an opFormerly Known as
portunity to meet interestPrince for only $15.
ing people who want to Students paid $75 to go to Key West for a weekend.
CEC plans more trips
-Photo by NSUSGA
make their college years
to concerts and the mumemorable."
sical "Chicago" comAlong with Jaime, over 30 stu- trip sold out within 10 minutes in- ing to the Broward Center for the
dents attended and joined to use the cluded transportation, accommoda- Performing Arts Center in downtown
resources made available to us tions, a full day on a party boat with Fort Lauderdale.
through the student activity fee, to
see CEC on page 17
exercise their creativity and uniqueness in our p'r ogramming board.
Other students have joined in with
even more interesting ideas through
out the semester since we welcome '
members all year long.
.This year's CEC has taken their
fun very seriously and devoted a great
deal of energy to making their ideas
happen on our campus. Nikki
Cazzalino, points out she "always
sees at least a CEC member running
around the Student Government office working on diligently on something more amazing everyday."
Activities have a wide range.
Movies like Shakespeare in Love,
Varsity Blues, and MATRIX are
Rolando Tomasini poses by a beautiful sunset at a CEC Keys trip
shown at the Flight Deck Movie The-Photo by NSUSGA
ater every Friday at 1Opm, Sundays
at 2pm and Tuesdays at 9pm. The
show includes Free Popcorn and on
occasions a chance to win a copy of
the movie. · More cool titles like
Blair Witch Project will be coming soon.
Other more adventurous students have joined their peers to attend an unforgettable weekend in
Key West at a beautiful house right
on Duval St. neighboring the Hard
Rock Cafe. At a cost of $75, this

J!i~nib~rs,Jnto

stroµg.,>c.bnp.~etiti•· ·

f£itf~~~t~
lf{~·Me'dsol:rety .·

J>re.~1'.'te9 .Sofiety.

The
pfovides
impot:tanthe.iltl\;..education train- .
ingf medical seminars, fundr~sers
and attends national conferences
to ·further enhance their kpowJ,;,
edge. This_orgahiZ~tign
.rec,_
og11ized'a s NStJ's 1998-1999 of,;
ganizatidn of the year; alongwith
thetr advisor being recognized as ·
. agvisor of the .year.

was.

Psychology. Club
This org~niz~tfoti pr9vides expe.,
riepces .within the field >of psych9logy and enal:>les students to ·
learn more about the different
theories and practices Of psychology; Meeting are ht:,/d every otht:,r
Mondayb~ginning September 27,
qt ,1:30 p;m. in T:he Flight Deck.

SALSA
(Spanish (Illa Latin StudentAs.sociation)
.- thisorganization.unites students
df the Spanish and Latincultures '.' ·.
Th¢ orgiriizitioniprovides· pro'gr;unming shch as dance lessons;
. . . culturalnightsinThe.Flight,Deck,
and educatiorfal seminars.

SRA,

.

(Students Reapprai$ingAJDS)
This ·organizat10ii provides a ·for1:1mJor ~iscussionsjnvolvingthe .
rel~tionship between :HIV and
AIDS.. •They:hav.e sponsored .sev::
eraFle<ihu:ers.OrntveN~tJ-·campus,
including 'Nobel Rrize.. recipient
J:)r. R~ B. Mullis. ·. . . .
. hUp://www. thorup,Com/HEAL/
healindex.html

Rof more,information about

thefe, organizations or to .
receive informaiilJn on how to
start a new organization, please.
con.tact the'NS fJSGAYoffice at
(954)262 ..8459..
.
~

For the latest news, visit us at http://www.undergrad.nova.edu/novaknight
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An Unknown Resource:
The Women's Resource Institute
By Angel Ali
Staff Writer

only one of the many services offered ity that the WRI will relocate as well. the position of Mayor of Cooper City
by the WRI. Fardelmann described -Although the move is not certain, if and is only one course away from
The Women's Resource Institute the Institute as a haven for those who it were to occur, the WRI would completing her continued education _
(WRI), a service providing institute are in distress whether financially, move to a small house on 75 1h Av- at Nova. She was coordinator of the
on campus, is often overlooked and physically, or emotionally. She said, enue past the Dolphins Training WRI and took over as Director three
does not receive the recognition that "We try to steer [individuals] in the Camp. When asked if she thought years ago after Dr. Kate Waites reit deserves. During the month of right direction so that they can get the move would cause students to be signed from the position and recomOctober, the WRI sponsors annual assistance for t~eir problems." One less aware of the WRI she said, "I mended Fardelmann.
Breast Cancer Awareness events in- way that this is accomplished is feelthat's mir job to let people know
While the Women's Resource
volving the NSU community while through the Women's Resource Di- where we are." On the other hand, Institute offers many invaluable asincreasing awareness of breast can- rectory which the WRI publishes Fardelmann sees many advan~ages sets to the Nova community, it is of
cer, which affects so many individu- every other year. The Directory that would come from a· new loca- · no. benefit unless individuals take
als, men and women alike. This serves as a guide for locating assis- tion. For one, more room might al- advantage of the services they pro7
year's event is a luncheon with guest tance organizations for a diverse low for more innovative ideas and vide. It is encouraged for students
Dr. Kenneth Johnson of Nova's range of problems including abuse activities. One idea currently in the and staff members to visit the InstiHealth Professions Division speak- and domestic violence, -health or works is a "community closet", a tute and learn more about these sering about the latest innovations and medical, legal, or support groups. room set aside with donations where vices so that if a problem were to
prognoses of breast cancer. He will Fardelmann states, "This is the place those in need could come and arise, they would be more aware of
also discuss myths and misconcep-- you come to when you don't know "shop." "As opposed to being 'less the assistance available to them. For
tions regarding this serious disease. where else to go, because we will noticed we could have more activi- those who are experiencing difficulAlthough no date has been set, it is find the place ·where you belong. In ties that would attract the student ties of any kind, the WRI is the ideal
planned to take place late in October that sense, we serve as a resource and body," she said. She continued, "I place to go due to their confidentialor early November. Anyone may at- referral place, the place that you go think it will be positive for the ity, convenient location, and weltend. If enough people inquire, a sec- when you've been everywhere else growth and the future of the institute coming manner. "The only thing that
ond luncheon will likely be planned. or you don't know where to start." · and for the purposes that we have I want to impress upon everybody,"
The WRI responds to the needs · . The WRI is also the regular been founded." On a more personal stated Fardelmann "is not to be emof the NSU community in many meeting place for .the NSU Support level she stated, "Because I love my barrassed to come, because we have
ways. Although the name can be mis- Group which consists of individuals job, I would be happy anywhere. I · all had ... some kind of problem in
leading, the WRI is not solely for who have experienced a life-threat- loved where I was, I love where I our life that set us back, that we
women and their issues. On the con- ening illness or have a friend or rela- am and I am sure to love where I am . weren't counting on. Everybody
trary, any student or staff member tive who has struggled with, sue- · going." Fardelmann currently holds needs help at some time."
with a problem of nearly any kind cumbed to, or overcome such an illmay find support and assistance at the ness. The group meets once a month,
usually ·o n a Wednesday, to share
WRI.
The WRI implements an emer- their experiences with and to offer
gency loan fund available to student solace to one another. "They are a ·
BOOK DRIVE
workers or employees who meet the very positive, upbeat and fun group
The
S.C.0.R.E.
Program
at Nova Southeastern University is a
criteria. The loan is given as an ad- of people," said Fardelmann .
group of students that organize community service activities.
. vance of pay with a maximum of
On a lighter note, Fardelmann
$300.00 allocated individually per also welcomes students who simply
Meredith and Glenn are part of S.C.O.R.E. and are doirig a Book
year to be paid off through pay roll need help coping with life as a stuDrive for their Senior Project. We.. need books to give to students,
deduction. This loan remains com- dent Whether needing to -enhance
at North Fork Elementary.The students are between the ages of
pletely confidential. "No one knows study skills or simply find a quiet
pre-kindergarten to third grade. These students do not have
what the money would be used for," place to retreat, the WRI is always
much, so anything you can donate would be greatly appreciated.
stated Suellen Fardelmann, director responsive. There is a small library
Books can be dropped off in the boxes in the lobby of the Parker
inside the office that students are
ofWRI.
and Mailman Buildings.
There is also a children.' s emer- welcome to take advantage of.
Thank You.
gency fund available to employees Fardelmann stated, " ... this .is a quiet
with children. Aside from this, gift place where they can study without
If you have any questions or need any additional information,
certificates from Publix or Toys-R- being disturbed. If [students] have
you can call
Us are occasionally available for group projects, they can meet here
Meredith at 954-923-8865 or Glenn at 954-755-5163
employees as well as students. A l}m- to do that before class because we
. ited scholarship fund also provides are located in a convenient place."
small amounts of money to be used · At the moment, the WRI is lofor covering the cost of a course or cated in Pa~ker Building room 343.
.
With the recent reorganization of the
for the purchase of books.
Financial assistance, however, is Farquhar Center, there is a possibil-
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LS350™ FLX ~ .·
Manufactured by

MobileComm®

®MOTOROLA

• FLEX Technology
-Improved Page Reliability
-Up Jo 4 Months Battery Life
. • Top Mount Numeric Pager
• 30 Message Slots
• Time and Date on Standby
• Message Timestamping
• 3 Pleasing Alerts
• Message Lock
• Memory Retention
• Private Time Feature
• Requires lAAA Battery

...

For more info~ation, please contact your
MobileComm representative or call 1-800-437-BEEP.

-

M obile Comm·
Motorola, FLEX, LS350111 and the Motorola logo are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
©1999 MobileMedia Communications, Inc. All rigbu reserved . MobileComm® is a registered mark of Mobile Co.mmuS:Ucations Corp. of America, a subsidiary of Mobile~!edia Communications, Inc·.
Not·aesociated with MohilComm, Inc. of Cincinnati, OH.

For the latest news, visit us at http://www.u~<!ergrad.nova.edu/novaknight
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6 Steps to Fighting !Nuts Over Beatlenut
Breast Cancer
By Dana Kalichman
Contributing Writer

Late Thursday night I was going
Every three seconds, a women learns she has breast cancer. to dinner with a few .friends. Well,
The following steps can help lower risk and promote early de- what decent place could be open at
tection - the key to successful treatment:
an hour like this? The Beatlenut!
I

LIMIT alcohol. Evidence has suggested that a woman can increase
her risk of getting breast cancer by drinking as little as one drink a day. For
example: A recent study concluded that the risk was 9% higher in women
who had one or fewer drinks a day compared with those women who did
not drink at all. Women who had 2-5 drinks a day increased their risk of
breast cancer by 41 %.
WATCH your weight. The Journal ofthe American Medical Association recently conducted a study that determined women who gained more
than 44 pounds since age 18 had about a 40% greater risk of developing
postmenopausal breast cancer than women who gained five pounds or less.
PERFORM monthly breast self-exams. Most women find breast
lumps themselves during breast self-exams. If you 're not sure how to properly perform the self-exam, consult your health care practitioner, or visit
the American Cancer Society's web site at www.cancer.org.
GET screened. Women over 40 are recommended by The American
Cancer Society to have a mammogram and a clinical breast examination by
a health professional each year. Women between the ages of 20-39 should
have a clinical breast exam every three years.
ASK about HRT. Hormone replacement therapy is used to prevent
osteoporosis and treat menopause symptoms. Although it helps the heart,
it can raise the risk of breast and uterine cancer. However, in one recent
study, raloxifene, a "designer estrogen," .reduced breast cancer risk in older
women with osteoporosis by 76%. It is important to discuss with your
doctor estrogen's risks and benefits as they relate to you.
TALK about tamoxifen. Tamoxifen,
an "anti-estrogen" drug that may lower risk,
can be taken if you are at a high risk for
breast cancer. New research has shown that
women who took tamoxifen and were at
high risk for breast cancer; had 45% fewer
cancers than those women with the same
risk factors who did not take the drug.

For more information,
call the Wellness Center
at 262-7040 or visit
our information
tables set up at
various loca"."
tions on campus throughout
the month of
October.

Although we had never heard much
of the place, we decided to give it a
shot. The Beatlenut is an Asian restaurant located on Collins Avenue
(AlA for some of you) and 170th
street in Sunny Isles. When we arrived, we found two young girls
standing at the hostess stand. The
outside windows were adorned with
neon lights that livened up the place.
The tables _out front resembled iittle
circular tables at Parisian cafes. We
chose to sit inside because outside
seating is no fun on a humid night.
Once inside, we were seated and attended to by an Asian waitress.
Once we got our menus, we realized that this place was practically
a sushi bar. Although you could have
your choices of Asian meals, the
menu was full of sushi platters.
After sitting for about 10 minutes, we each decided to order.
Our problem was that the Asian
waitress spoke hardly any English .

It was a struggle to order, but it was ·
worth the effort. The sushi came
eight pieces in an order, and each
order was between $4-$6. They had
some expensive sushi that went up
to $11. My friends decided on
chicken and different side orders.
The Chicken Roll, a breaded piece
of chicken breast rolled around spinach and scallions, ame with a Lo
Mein on the side. ·The dinners were
huge, delicious and only around
seven dollars!
When we were done eating, we
realized the restaurant and the bar
were still full. When we asked the
hostesses, they said Beatlenut is open
until 2 a.m. on weeknights and 4 a.m.
on weekends. As we were leaving,
we noticed a disc jockey pulled up
and was removing his equipment
from the car. So not only were they
open ate, but they entertained diners
with a D.J.
Overall, not only did the restaurant have a great environment, but
the food was amazing as well. If you
are hungry and its very late at night,
you can still have a good meal without having to go to a Denny's near
.you.

lfyou are hungry and its very late at night,
you can still have a good meal without
having to go to a Denny's nearyou.
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Excellence In Service Awards
I

Honoring Florida's Most Outstanding
Collegiate Volunteers

sponsored by

(~
fL,,,.,,)
~ ··.

Florida Office of
:- Collegiate Volunteerism

What is the Excellence In Service Award?
Florida Office of Collegiate Volunteerism (FOCV) annually recognizes three of Florida's
mosr dedicated student volunteers who have made outstanding conniburions to their
communi,ies during their collegia,e careers wi,h a

$1,000 cash awar:d each.

Eligibility
Any full-rime, undergraduate or graduate student, attending a Florida college or unive'r. sitv is eligible . Applicants must be nominated by a community agency supervisor or campus faculcy/staff member,

Download Application
This year's application is available on-line at www,fsu .edu/-focv/html/eisl23.pdf

Deadline
Applic;tions are due Janua ry 21, 2000.
~
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Beta Announces Added Risk
Nlanagetnent:rvieasures
By Matt Shelby
Contributing Writer
The Zeta Mu Chapter of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity is proud
to announce that on October I, 1999, it implemented its new
"Beta On Call" service as an added feature of its comprehensive risk management program. The new program which Beta
has encouraged its fellow fraternities and sororities to follow
designates a single member to be "on call" at all times. The .
Brothers share this responsibility with each other and the individual on call remains sober for the entire time he is on call. If
any one of the other members need assistance during his duty
time, he responds accordingly. As Jedd Soto, Chapter President put it, "We just fell it was the right thing to do for our
fellow Brothers". That attitude is one that all the Brothers in
the chapter follow and is indicative of the pledge this chapter
has made to ensure the safety and well being of its members.
NSUSGA BUDGET REPORT

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE
Wi\S EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

10106/99 -10120/99

DESCRIPTION

CATEGORY

CATE

Arnow,<

58,827.39

BEGINNING BALANCE

10fl/99

BEGINNING BALANCE

1on,99

CEC

10/8/99

KEY WEST

TOLLS ANO PARKING

10/9/99

KEY WEST

STUDENT PAYMENTS

10111/99

A.MEUA ISLAND

ADS

12,645.73
-65.S
1.350

·24.0

-89.S

TOT Al EXPENSES CEC

1,350.00

TOTAL INFLOWS CEC

10nt99

LDC

BEGINNING BALANCE

7,000

10/7199

SENATE

BEGINNING BALANCE

4,593

10113/99

FRESHMAN MEETING

SODAS ANO WATER

-6.25

10/13/99

FRESHMAN MEETING

FOLDERS ANO SUPP.

-7.45

10113/99

FRESHMAN MEETING

300 NS @3: t

-100

·113.7

TOTAL EXPENSES SENATE

10f7/99

PUBLIC RELATIONS

BEGINNING BALANCE

10/8/99

SGAOAY

FILM DEVELOPING

3842.47
·11 .22

·11.22

T OTAL EXPENSES PR

CLUBS/ORG.

BEGINNING BALANCE

1on,99

GENERAL

BEGINNING BALANCE

. 5,000

PROGRAMMING

BEGINNING BALANCE

20,000.00

GRANT

SUNSPl.ASH 99 THETA DELTA

10/13/99

-----·327.5

-327.5

TOTAL EXPENSES PROGRAMMING

10120/99

OVERALL ENDING BALANCE

T

SRAs and IRAs make it easy.

powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and make the most of
tax deferral.

So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.

SRAs-tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF -and our range of IRAs
offer smart, easy ways to help create
the retirement income that your pension and Social Security benefits may
not provide. They're backed l;>y the
same low expenses, exceptional investThe key is to start saving now.
ment management, and outstanding
Delaying your decision can have a big -.
personal service that have made TIAAimpact on the amount of your retireCREF the retirement plan of choice
ment income.
among America's education and
research communities.
What's the simplest and most

5,500

10nl99

· 11om99

hink about supporting yourself
.
for thirty years or longer in
retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face.
fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax
deferral.

59,835.47

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT SPECIFIC TRANSACTIONS CONTACT US AT NSUSGA@POLARIS~

ii

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.™

I 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIM R~ Eetate Account. For more complete information, including
charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for the prospectuses. R.ad them carefully before you invest or send money.
8199

Have a Safe and Happy
(t) Halloween~ ,
:F or the latest news, visit us at http://www.undergrad.nova.edu/novaknight
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Plunkett & Macleane
18th Century Thieves Try to Charm Their Way
Into a Good Critique

By Deana Daneau
Staff Writer

When one thinks of the
days of old-England, 1745, to
be exact-typical imagery that
comes to mind usually includes
bouffant wigs, powdered faces,:
luxurious mansions, and even
more luxurious lifestyles that
have become so indicative of
that time. Not immediately, if
at all, does one think of the peasants, the squalor, or the basic fight
for survival that feverishly motivated
the lower class to do things perhaps
otherwise unheard of.
However, the adventurous tale
of Plunkett & Macleane is exactly
about that fight of society's bottom
dwellers and their dream of a better
life. Will Plunkett (Robert Carlyle)
is a desperate rogue who meets his
future partner in crime as they both
try to pull off the same heist. James
Macleanejs that man who happens
to be a fallen gentleman, but is as
equally desperate to raise his standard ofliving. It is during this heist:..
an unconventional one, to say the
least- that the two meet, are arrested,
and find themselves sentenced to
prison. While Plunkett is tossed into
the bowels of the system, the charming Macleane's connections afford
him more comfortable prison accommodations. Noticing Macleane's
ability to assimilate into the right
crowds, Plunkett offers him a partnership in crime: he pays for their
freedom and the two, as partners, exploit the wealthy and relieve them
of their treasures. For Macleane's
good looks and aristocratic manners
can certainly allow them to infiltrate
the upper-class.
In no time, the two rebels become known as "The Geritleman
Highwaymen" for their less than violent style and seem to be one step
ahead of the sadistic police captain
Chance (Ken Stott) who is determined to stop them. But things become complicated for the· pair just
as they are ready to flee to America:
Macleane falls for Lady Rebecca

Tag Team
Champions of
Rap
By Hunter Wooleyhan
Contributing Writer

Gibson (Liv Tyler) who happens to
be the desire of Chance's heart. As
Macleane's guard is down, suspicion
allows for the authorities to put an
end to the highwaymen's hijinx.
Plunkett & Macleane is a fairly
decent film that incorporates great
style, action, -set design, and talent.
However, there are a few .elements
of the film that are quite bothersome.
First of all, the film has a gritty and
crude feel to it that is quite understandably representative of the underworld in which Plunkett and ·
Macleane exist. But the film is shot
so dark that some scenes are incomprehensible. Second, director Jake
Scott, son of well known director
' Ridley Scott, seemingly attempts to
be overly precocious with this
· project, blending techno-style music
and modem dialogue into the worldtime and place (diegesis )- in which
the story takes place. Lastly, there
are two, yes- two, major story twists
that are completely absurd and unfounded. To explain them would
only waste space; however, I will say
that my intelligence was insulted.
Plunkett & Macleane offers a
nice aesthetic appeal that would be
worthy of video rental.. The script
and development could have been
better, but then that goes for most
productions being released today.
The film definitely takes on a different tone and will whet your palette
if that is was you might be looking
for. As for Ridley Scott, I hope he's
learned that if he continues to betray
the trust of the paying audience, like
Plunkett and _Macleane- his career
will also be short-lived.

"Introducing first from da
Bricks, "The Funk Doctor" Redman,
and his partner hailing from Staten
Island, The Ticallion Stallion,
Method Man!"
It's only ·appropriate to think of
rappers Meth and Red as wrestlers.
They both have multiple aliases
(Reggie Noble, the Iron Lung). They
both have catchphrases (Ti cal!!!,
"I'll be dat! !").Andon their first full- .
length collaboration, BlackOut, they
assault you, not with piledrivers but
with tight rhymes and ill production.
On the title track "Blackout,"
Methodman raps in his trademark
gravely voice: "I'm Stone Cold like
Steve Austin/ If you smell what Tical
is cookin'." The beat on this track is
bouncin'.
The next notable track is "Da
Rockwilder." This one has a fast
paced beat with irreverent rhymes
from Redman ("Got my neighbor
doped up, now my cable's
hooked up"). Included in this
track is Red and Meth's rendition of Cypress Hill's
"Hand on the Pump." The
assault keeps coming as
"1,2,1,2" comes on. This is
another song showcasing
Meth and Red's lyrical
skills. Different MC's tum
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up on this disc (JaRule, L.L. Cool J, .
Ghostface Killa), but Red and Meth
definitely overshadow them.
Red and Meth grew up in the rap
game. It shows and more than once
they pay tribute to rappers who came
before them. "Da Rockwilder", mentioned before, pays tribute to bluntloving Cypress Hill. Many tracks
borrow voice samples from MCs
through the 90's. The best track on
the album takes Das EFX "Mic
Checka" and puts their own spin it.
"Sticking_you, ripping you for all
your funds/ I' 11 wet you like 141
water guns" Red raps as Meth cries
"Remember dis?", clearly asking
their fans if they remember this classic they way they do.
This album also boasts an expert
production team. Mixed mainly by
Erik Sermon of EPMD, but The
RZA, DJ Scratch, and Mathematics
check in to add their own flavor to
"Black Out." This keeps the album
fresh, as different styles of beats are
set up for Red and Meth to get retarded to.
After
hearing
"Blackout", it is
hard to argue against
Redman
and Method
Man being
the undisputed tag
team champions of rap.
The album
comes out
swinging with tight rhymes and dope
production, and by the time it's over
you might blackout because you
can't comprehend two MC's with
such skill.
If you want to check them out
live, Red and Meth will appear with
Limp Bizkit at Miami Arena on November ?(pending).
~
-
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NSU's Radio X broadcasts on
92.9 cable FM through Comcast
Cable Daily and on 88.5 FM
every night after 7 PM.
Office: (954) 262-8457
Request Line: (954) 262-8460
www,nsuradio.com

RaJio X Paae
The South Florida Scene

News

by Tiffany Gibeaut

Imagine a band one evening and I found
After our trip to West
that has thrown out the tra- that I liked it, especially the Palm Beach I came to a
ditional roles of each band track entitled "No End." It conclusion about' the Rei:enmember and who has · no was a ballad that was the ments: they rock.
I think
"lead" singer; and a band perfect song for driving that these guys have what it
whose play list includes home after a long day.
takes to make it in the music
punk, love ballads, rock
Wade contacted industry. I listen to a wide
and various other types of . me and informed me -that variety of music, from Momusic.
they vvere performing at the zart to ODB, from country to
South
Florida Underground Coffee Works Creed and I can honestly
based The Rezentments in West Palm Beach. My say that the Rezentments
are this band. It consists of friend Jen and I decided to are not musically like any
Aaron, Wade and Raul, all go. When the night of the · other band.
These guys
Florida natives. A little over show arrived, I was happy switch not only types of mua year ago, Wade's girl- to be alive after Jen drove sic that they play, but instru.friend, Reut introduced the the wrong way down a one ments and lead vocals, as
guys to one another and way street. The horror of vvell. They switch these three
they instantly "clicked." almost dying was soon re- key elements and succeed
I suggest that
They have been together placed by a good feeling at doing it.
ever since.
Like most caused from listening to you check them out. You
The band never know you might be
bands that have yet to good music.
make it big, they create played the two tunes that I telling your children one day
music during nightly ses- recognized from my demo about how you saw them besions in a studio that was CD, including "No End." fore they hit it big! ·
(For Rezentments
once a garage. Most of Raul's voice peaked over
concert
info. You can e-mail
the
instrumental
parts
and
their time is spent building
_their repertoire and jam- filled the coffee shop with a me _at rugbygirl35@yahoo.
ming with friends, however, ~ t melody. In betvveen com.)
they have recently begun to vocal songs, they played
Catch The Local Hour every
instrumental breaks. It was
perform "paying gigs."
Thursday 8 PM to 9PM as
The demo CD that I during one of these songs
your host Tim plays the best
had received was only two that I realized just how talented the band is.
tracks long. I listened to it
music South FL has to offer.

Music Reviews
rock, indie-rock, post-punk,
whatever
you want to call it,
Mission Control
Burning Airlines have put
DeSoto Records
out an impressive first outing. The inventive, enerMaybe it's just time and the getic guitar lines, melodic
tons of albums I've listened · vocals and cool time
to over the years that leave · changes make Mission
me jaded· by most music. Control a strong statement
My musical doldrums vvere against musical apathy.
immediately cured by the
"1 .. 2.. 3 .. 4" and subsequent Check it out if you like:
searing guitar riff of Texas is the Reason,
"Carnival" on the debut LP Jawbox
by Bumin~ Air1ines. Post-

Burning Airlines

-

_..'
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one year on the FM
airwaves anniversary concert held at the Chili. Pepper September 30th was
a huge success. Thank
you to everyone that
helped out.with it.

=> We feature contests that
you can win just for listening to Radio X. Prizes we
award include CDs,
posters, movle passes,
and tickets to.upcoming
concerts. Listen every
night for your chance to
win.

=> You can get discounts and
free stuff as well as take
part in exclusive contests
by picking up your Radio
X Listener's Card. The
card is normally five dollars with all proceeds
benefiting the station. For
a limited time, if you drop
by the station located in
Rosenthal and tell us you
read about the card in the
Nova Knight, you can get
you card for only $3. This
offer ends December 1st.
For more information on
.the card, stop by or visit
our web site.

By Josh Denner
Fugazi
Instrument .
Dischord Records
The soundtrack to Instrument contains all of the previously unheard music
found in the film (minus the
live .recordings). Songs like
"I'm So Tiredt' and
"Swingset" aren't to be.
found on any of the band's
other releases and indeed

.

showcase shades of f:ugazi
that werethat vve've never
heard before. Overall, the
Instrument soundtrack is
really just that, a soundtrack,
and unless you're a diehard
Fugazi fan, you're better off
sticking to the LPs or the film
itself.
·

Check it out·if you like:
Nation of Ulysses, Lungfish,
Shudder.to Think, Rites of
Spring

4-
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SGA,
For Your Information

,_

from page 3

The Student Government Association is here to serve you! Our
office is located on the second floor in, the Flight Deck. Our office
, hours are Monday thru Friday from 12:00-7:00 p.m. If you have any
questions or concerns, please call us at (954) 262-7291, e-mail us at
NSUSGA@list.nova.edu,. or contact any of the following NSUSGA
members:

E-Board:

746~7969 .
*Recommended or Required Texts
-

President
VPL
VPJ
Secretary
Treasurer
Director of Public Relations
Director of Campus
Entertainment Committee

Arik "Enis" Chellew
Heather Gilchrist
Craig Dean
Open
Rocio de Ojeda
Jessica Rivera
Rolando Tomasini

*Reviews, Board Reviews
*Stethoscopes (Littman)
*Diagnostic equipment (Welchallen) ·
*Pocket Books

Senators:
Shawn Mostal
Shannon Vetter
Abby Cohen
Olga Martinez
Sammy Ventura
Scot Roseman
Christa Witter
Gadith Uzcategui
Juan Ramkissoon
Randy Lowenthal
Open
Eric Torres
Joe Ricupero
Krista Kepple
Candice Carreno
Jessica Montes

Commuter Senator
Commuter Senator
Commuter Senator
Minority Senator
Minority Senator
Non-Traditional Senator
Residential Senator
International Senator
International Senator
Athletic Senator
Athletic Senator
IOC Senator
IFC Senator
Recognized Sorority Senator
Freshman Senator
Freshman Senator

Organizational Standards Board:
Jason Wagner
Open
Dave Merriken
Tahany Saadeh

· OSB Justice
OSB Justice
OSB Justice
OSB Justice

*Thousands of books in stock to preview
*Scrub Set $19.99
*Lab Coats

WE GLADLY ·
SPECIAL
ORDER FOR ·
YOU IN 3
DAYS!

~

*Present this ad for discount*

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE IN TOWN

WE'LL BEAT ANY INTERNET PRICE
(AFTER SHIPPING CHARGES}
Join our Book Club! Earn points for
discounts, books, or credits toward purchases.
Ask for your frequent buyer's card!
FT. LAUDERDALE MEDICAL BOOKS &
SUPPLIES
7151 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD.
OAKBROOK PLAZA
(954) 746-7969
www.ftlauderdalemedical.com
OVER 75,000 TITLES

.
~
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For tl1e latest news, visit us at http://www.undergrad.nova.edu/novaknight
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Sports Updates
By Michael L. Citron

Associate Editor
October 2, 1999
Men's Soccer: Freshman
Alan
Sanchez
· (Weston, FL, Western High) scored with
just 18 seconds remaining in the first
sudden-death overtime period to give
the NSU men's soccer team a dramatic
2-1 victory past Flagler College in a
Florida Sun Conference regular season
match. The win was the team's first of
the year in overtime ( out of five OT
games), and improved the Knights to 36-1 .overall, 3-3 in the Florida Surr Conference.
Women's Socc~r: Seniors Jennifer Jenkins (Davie, FL) and Jessica
Goody (Cooper City, FL), both 1996
graduates of Cooper City High School,
each scored second half goals, to lift the
NSU women's soccer team past Flagler
College, 2-1, in a Florida Sun Conference regular season match. The win
improved the team to 6-4 overall, and
4-2 in the Florida Sun Conference.
October 3, 1999
Women's Soccer: Abigail Odom
scored just 1: 50 into the second suddendeath overtime, to lift the Embry-Riddle
University women's soccer team past
Nova Southeastern University, 2-1, in a
Florida Sun Conference regular season
contest. Krista Harness (Wellington,
FL, Wellington High) had the Jone goal
for the Lady Knights. The Joss dropped
NSU to 6-5 overall, and 4:3- in the
Florida Sun Conference.
October ·4, 1999
Volleyball: Senior outside hitter Ro
LaHara (Jensen Beach, FL, Martin
.County High) tied her own record of
nine service aces in a match to lead the
NSU women's volleyball team past visiting Trinity International in straight
sets, 15-5, 19-1 7, 15-13, in a non-con~
ference match. LaHara also led the
Knights with 13 kills, while senior out. side hitter Tracy King (Port St. Luice,
FL, Port St. Lucie High) recorded 11
· kills, nine digs, and six service aces. The

win improved Nova Southeastern University to 15-9 overall.
October 5, 1999
Men's Soccer: Baird D' Andrea
scored with just 20 minutes remaining
in regulation, to give the No. 10 ranked
St. Thomas University men's soccer
team a l -0 win past NSU in a Florida
Sun Conference regular season match
Tuesday evening. The loss dropped
Nova Southeastern University to 3-7-1
overall, and 3-4 in the Florida Sun Conference.

Springs, FL, TaravellaHigh) scored two
goals, while freshman keeper Jeremy
Flint (North Lauderdale, FL, St. Thomas Aquinas High) recorded 12 savesincluding one on a penalty kick, to lead
the NSU men's soccer team past host
University of West Florida, 3-2, Friday
evening. The win improved the team to
5-7-1 overall.
·
Volleyball: Led by the attacking of
Senia Mcintrye and Sherry Foster, along
with aggressive defense, the EmbryRiddle University women's volleyball
team defeated host Nova Southeastern
University, 15-10, 7-15, 16-14, 10-15,
15-11, Friday evening in a Florida Sun
Conference regular season match. The
loss dropped the team to 16-10 overall,
and 5-3 in the Florida Sun Conference.
October 9, 1999
Volleyball: Just one day after a
heartbreaking Joss to Embry-Ridge, the
Nova Southeastern University Lady
Knights took out its frustration on
Flagler College, sweeping the visiting
SaiQts in straight sets, 15·-10, 15-5, 15~
2, Saturday afternoon in a Florida Sun
Conference regular season match at the
BCC George Mayer Gymnasium. The
win improved the team to 17-10 overall, and 6-3 in the Florida Sun Conference.

October 6, 1999
Men's Soccer: Freshman Rafael
Ferreira (Ft. Lauderdale, FL, Cardinal
Gibbons High) and Fred Guidotti (Coral
Springs, FL, Taravella High) each
scored two goals to lead the NSU men's
soccer team .past visiting . Palm Beach
Atlantic College, 6-0, in a Florida Sun
October 11, 1999
Conference regular season match. The
Women's Soccer: Sophomore
win improved the team to 4-7-1, and 4- Jaime Krause (Plantation, FL, Nova
High) and junior Krista Harness
4 in the Florida Sun Conference. .
(Wellington, FL, Wellington High) each
scored one goal, and junior Jennifer
October 7, 1999 ·
Volleyball: Senior Ro LaHara Wiggins (Hauppauge, NY, Hauppauge ·
(Jensen Beach, FL, Martin County High) made two saves, to lead the Lady
High) recorded nine kills, and senior Knights past visiting Northwood Unisetter Beth Chorzelewski (Deerfield versity, 2-0, Monday evening in a
Beach, FL, Cardinal Gibbons High) Florida Sun Conference regular season
added 21 assists, to lead the Lady match. The win was NSU's secorid
Knights past host Memorial College, 15- straight, and fifth in the last six matches,
4, 15-9, 15-8, Thursday evening in a and improved the team to 8-5 overall, .
Florida Sun Conference regular season and 6-3 in the FSC.
Men's and Women's Golf: Led by
match. The win improved the team to
· 16-9 overall, and 5-2 in the Florida Sun . the shooting of teammates Ryan Cobb
and Chris Rowse, the NSU men's golf ·
Conference.
team held off a strong finish by Lynn
University to capture the team title at
October 8, 1999
Women's Soccer: Senior Jennifer the second annual NSU Fall Classic,
Jenkins (Davie, FL, Cooper City High) hosted by Jacaranda Golf Club Tuesday
scored just seven minutes into overtime; afternoon. Lynn University fared betto lift the Lady Knights past visiting ter on the women's side, as the Fighting
Palm Beach Atlantic College, 2-1, in a Lady Knights easily captured the team
Florida Sun Conference regular season championship with a 644-679 edge on
match. The win puts the team right back their nearest competitor, Florida Atlanin the race, improving to 5-3 in the tic University. All five Lynn players finFlorida Sun Conference and 7-5 over- ished in the top 20.
all.
Men's Soccer: Junior midfielder
October 12. 1999
Volleyball: Despite the steady play
Teofilo "Coquito" Cubillas (Coral

of senior outside hitter Tracy King (Port
St. Luice, FL, Port St. Lucie High) the
NSU women's volleyball team fell victim to a dominating St. Thomas University squad, 11-15, 15-4, 15-9, 15-11,
Tuesday evening in a Florida Sun Conference regular season match. The loss
dropped NSU to 17-11, overall, and 6-4
in the FSC.
October 13, 1999
Men's Soccer: Senior forward Luis
Ruiz (Weston, FL, Western High) and
sophomore midfielder Chae) Soler
(Weston; FL, Western High) each scored
o~e goal, while freshman keeper Jeremy
Flint (Ft. Lauderdale, FL, St. Thomas
Aquinas High) recorded five saves, to
give the team a 2-1 wiri past host Webber
College Wednesday afternoon in a
Florida Sun Conference regular season
match. The win was the third straight
for the Knights and improved their
record to 6-7-1 overall, and 5-4 in the
FSC.
October 14, 1999
Women's Soccer: Nicole Jones,
Lisanne Peart, and Michelle Smith each
scored one a goal apiece, to lead the St.
Thomas University's women's soccer
team past visiting NSU, 3-0, Thursday
evening in a Florida Sun Conference
regular season match. The loss dropped
Nova Southeastern University to 8-6
overall, and 6-4 in the FSC.
October 16, 1999
Storm forces · fall schedule
changes: Due to Hurricane Irene, Nova
Southeastern University's department of
athletics was forced into some cancellations this weekend.
Volleyball: The NSU women's
volleyball team, coming off a Joss to St.
Thomas University last week, as well
as the loss of two players to injury (senior Tracy King and junior Stephanie
Skidmore), faced adversity in style,
sweeping both Warner Southern College
(15-2, 15-4, 15-10) and Covenant College, GA (15-2, 15-13, 15-4) Saturday
afternoon at the BCC George Mayer
Gymnasium. In the double-header's
nightcap, Douglas and senior outside
hitter Ro LaHara (Jensen Beach, FL,
Martin County High) paved the way
offensively with seven kills each, with
LaHara adding 13 digs. Chorzelewski
also recorded 13 assists, and Fersuson
10. Thanks to defeating Warner Southern in the opener, NSU improved its
conference record to 7-4. Overall, the
Knights are now 18-11.
~
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Nova Southeastern University

Free Test Rides!

Sponsored by St~dent Life &
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For the latest news, visit us at http://www.under~grad.nova.edu/novaknight
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this a test you
are.afraid to
~- fail?
If a plus like th-s is really a .negative, come see us•

.We care. ·
We want to ·help.
We can keep a secret.
And we're lree.

!

Call 1-800~395-HELP
PREGNANCY CENTERS

.c{ E,w,MJ~

Davie: 581r.-a6991

•> Fta

We have offices across
Brovvard to he~p youo
•

l~~uderda/e;. 568,,.,,261~

e

Miran1ar: 442-9638'
"
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For Professionals,
Profes·sors, and Students.
*For TRANSCRIPTION of recorded
materials for research,
documentation and presentation
needs.
*TYPING of term papers, research
papers, ·dissertations and
publications.
*LOW RATES, beginning at $2 a
page for typing and $3 a page for
transcription.

CALL (954) 327-1637

a

Guaranteed Staffing Services
- Tel: (954) 430-3440
We specialize in the healthcare industry
10d are always looking for employees in
the following areas:
•
·•
•
•
•
•

Billing/daims
Dental Assistants
Front office Personnel
LPN's/RN's
Medical Assistants
Medical secretaries
Never a fee to Applicants

C.E.C.
.

from page 5

Other students, like Claudia ·.
Escobar, share that they are already
marking their datebooks for a FREE
Palm readings with Miss Samtos at
the CEC Halloween Event, PSYCHIC KNIGHT on Friday, October 291h from 7pm to 1Opm in the
Flight Deck. After her reading,
Claudia will be able to watch her
friend, Alma Pulido, also a Nova
undergrad, perform her Gypsy
Dance as the Flight Deck hosts their
annual costume and pumpkin carving contest.
"CEC is the perfect place for
those students who want to see things

c:1ean1out Your
Closets
an.d Garages
Pre-Med
Park-A-Lot Sale
at the Parker Building .
Parking Lot
Sat. 10/23
7:30ani- 4:_00pm
*Collecting items Friday 10/22
Parker Science Annex #6

FREE BABY BOOM BOX

+
EARN $1200
Fundraiser for student groups &
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
l 800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 125

www.ocmconcepts.com
happening on campus," says Joe
Ricupero. If you have not seen us
around, come out and join the fun
on CEC Day, Wednesday, October
201h in front of Parker from lOam to
· tior fr. ee tiood and dn·n1cs, G arry
2pm
Bridge_s the Steel Drum playe~, Free
Scooters for you guys to nde on
campus, sand art, sign ups for our
committees and our upcoming
even~s, tons of free give awa~s like
movie posters and other surpnse acti vitjes. Hope to see you at our
events in the future and _feel free to
come to any of our meetmgs, check
the student life calendar on the Nova
Webpage for upcoming activities or
send us any suggestions or comments to our alias: CEC@list.acastnova.edu

FREE .CD
of cool indie music
when you register
at mybytes.com,
the ultimate
website for your
college needs.
$$ TELEPHONE SALES $$
Earn up to $22/hr +
bonuses!
Seeking bright, ambitious individuals, with pleasant_speaking voice &
congenial personality,
women preferred, to join our
established team!
Part time or full time
Beautiful Sunrise office.
Call 954-7 48-7742
for an interview

BUSINESS IS EXPWDING
WEALTH THROUGH THE
INTERNET

EARN A FREE CAR AND A
· HOUSE ·PAYMENT
www.NFLLNET/2051

p . h Ad
S k U
ate
ams pea S P
from page 5

_

patient's friend be~ore ~is or her doctor, Patch became mfunated. He answered first with a huge sigh and then
began to talk about, "people's sense
of god being money and power."
Pat~h repeated himself several times
saymg, "We celebrate ~oney and
power [when] the real important

Guitar Buratlng
Blues & Classic
Rock Bash with
LYONS
Tuesday Oct. 26, '99
8 pm to 12 am
Churchill's
5501 NE 2dn Ave.,Miami
Thursday, Oct. 28, ~99
10 pm to 3:45 am
Cheers
941 E. Cypress Road.
Fort Lauderdale
WE ARE LOOKING FOR
INDIVIDUALS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN
ENGLISH PROOFING VIDEO
TRANSCRIPTIONS AT OUR
NORTH MIAMI LOCATION.
PT AND FT.
CANDIDATES MUST HAVE ·
EXCELLENT ENGLISH
SKILLS.
IF INTERESTED FAX RESUME
AT 305-702-6471 OR E-MAIL AT
TRANSCRIPTIONS@AOL.COM
EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
By Posting Your Lecture
N' t
r
R . to es O ~ me
eg1s er on-1me now:
@www.Study24-7.com
.(888) 728-7247
·FREE CLASS NOTES
STUDY24-7.com
people are people like the teachers
of this country who get paid very
little for doing one of the most importantjobs." Patch continues, "We
would rather pay wrestlers, football,
and other sports·players large sums
of money to run around and hit each
other on a field.'.' He ended with,
"People have to change their habits
and begin to realize what the impor-~
tant realities in life are!"

For the latest news, vis!t us at http://www.undergrad.nova.edu/novaknight
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Urgent Fami/1 Care, Inc.
Coming Soon!

···-··

Silence
in t he Library

• Why wait in a busy
emergency room?
• Walk in center for
minor emergencies.
• No appointment
necessary.
• l\1ostinsurances
accepted.
• Worker's
compensation inj uries
accepted.
• Se habla espanol

By Michael L. Citron

Associate Editor
A quiet place to read
or study on a college
campus would seem to
be a very easy place to
find. Unfortunately, I
have not been able to
write my papers for
classes or just relax with
a favorite novel in Nova
Southeastem's library.
Nova Southeastern Univers ity's
Einstein Library has
been very helpful
throughout my college career in finding
essential references
and surprisingly some rare
novels. I could not find at the
Broward County Library. But Nova's
library fails the students by not enforcing the rule of quietness.
Most of the students in the library
are not reading or concentrating on
· their studies. They are merely chatting and gossiping with friends.
First~ I very politely give them a stare
to telepathically tell them to shut the
hell up. But of course, I get that same
stare back as if to say mind your own
business.
·
Another problem with studying
in the Library deals with the many offices surrounding the area. I know
that these people, probably extremely important to the school, have
a job to do, but couldn't they close
their doors while they work? All of
this noise pollution has forced me to
walk across the street to the Shep.herd Broad Law Center to study.
Here, it is a totally different situation. The mere drop of a pen causes
glares. from the people around you.
The only problem is running back
md forth to check out books and then
going over to the Law Library to read
lhem in a quiet atmosphere.
I hope when the virtual library
becomes a reality, new rules will be

implemented. But for the time being, my running shoes and
earplugs will have to be
handy so I can get my
work done and fully enjoy the knowledge a library can provide. So, if
you want to chat with
your pals, please do it out. side the Parker. Please use
common sense, and respect the self-explanatory rules of library
etiquette,
even
though no librarians
enforce them.

James S. Sheeter

M.D. , F.A.C.E.P.

236-9101

Medical Director
Board Certified Emergency Medicine

r;[:ij~t!!i;~i
.. ·~ -- .... .. .. ....'miii iilllii...- ..

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm
Saturday 9am - 5pm

Promenade West Shopping Center
Less than 5 minute drive from NSU,
next to Longhorn Steakhouse

2337 S. University Dr.
Davie, FL 33324

KILL YOUR CELL PHONE!
By Hunter Wooleyhan

Inappropriate use of the cell
phone has -even promoted some
I was with-a friend driving to Fort states to actually pass laws to deal
Lauderdale, when he suddenly real- with it. In a suburb of Cleveland,
ized he had to make a phone call for Ohio, police ticket motorists caught
something that could have waited. making calls in moving traffic. New
"Do you have a cell phone?" he England Journal of Medicine published a study which found the use
asked.
of
cell phones to be so distracting, it
"No" I said, not realizing I had
would
be less dangerous to drive
just marked myself as an outsider in
drunk.
What
about if you're driving
.an age and region where a cell phone
is a mandatory commodity. My drunk and you 're talking on your
friend gave a dismayed look, which cell? Don't answer that.
· Cell phones· are a distraction,
changed to fear as a shiny red SUV
plain
and simple, and not only limswerved into my lane. Less than two
ited
to
driving. At Nova, cell phones
feet from hitting this ridiculously
huge off road vehicle, I veered to the are commonly jammed into students'
right with sickening speed, · and ears. Why waste money on an eduthankfully, escaped collision with cation when you 're pumping radiaany other cars on 1-95. I cursed the tion into your head?
Why bring a pho~e to class? This
driver, a middle-aged woman with
·
is
also
common: I'll be sitting in
dyed blonde hair jabbering excitedly
class,
trying
to concentrate when
into a cell phone glued to the side of
her head. She too concerned with the someone's cell rings because they
voice on.the other end of her phone · forgot to shut off their ringer.
to realize she had almost caused an Caroline Geertz, _Nova's GenX English Lecturer, tells students " I hate
accident..

Contributing Writer

them. They disrupt everything."
There definitely is a time for
them: emergencies. But that's it. Any
other time and you're just setting
yourself up for a problem, be it trying to learn or smashing into
somebody's car.
Nova should enact a policy limiting cell phone usage on campus, but
considering the protest this might
cause, it will never happen. Class is
not the time for your cell phones.
Leave them in your car, you're not
that important, yet. Or maybe you
are, but your learning should come
first. You paid for it.
. Some people say I'm against
"progress." I don't think so. I just like
some peace and quiet from time to
time. My telephone at home already
distracts me. But you never know I
may give in to technology. Just don't
be surprised if I'm giving you my
insurance information because I just
plowed my Mercedes through the
back of your shiny SUV while I
yacked it up on my brand new Nokia.

=-

HORSEBACK
RIDING
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
$25/PERSON
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES

*

PRIZES - $2000, $1500, $1000

*

TOPIC-THE HEALTH OF CITIZENSHIP IN AMERICA
One ofthe many freedoms we enjoy in America·is the freedom of association. Many individuals
establi~ their primary identities from associations with others. Membership in those associations carries
a variety of benefits and privileges, but also creates importantresponsibilities and obligations. When there
is a balance between the benefits and privile~es enjoyed by the members and the obligations and
responsibilities accepted by the.members the maximum value of those associations to the individual and
to society is achieved. The concept of citizenship embodies that balance.
How would you assess the health of citizenship in American society today? How important is
balanced citizenship to the future of our communities and our nation as we enter a new millennium? To
what extent are associations crucial to the health of citizenship as compared to individual activities? How
can the college experience more effectively prepare students for citizenship?
To explore these issues, the Johns Hopkins Institute for Policy Studies arlnounces an essay contest
to reward students who write the most thoughtful essays about citizenship. Citizenship is defined broadly
to include membership in a community of individuals sharing common goals and experiences. The benefits
and responsibjlities can be social, economic, or political and can encompass various forms of engagement
in community life. Eligible essays must meet the following criteria:

---..... •

~
.... ~

Sign-up in the Campus Sports and
Recreation Office from October
27 until November 10

CONTENT - Develop a thesis on some aspect of the topic and support the thesis with persuasive evidence.
Where possible, applicants are encouraged to illustrate their principal points with actual experiences either
of the author or someone the author knows. Maximum length: 1500 words.

ELIGIBILITY·- Writers must be full-time juniors or seniors in accredited U.S. colleges or universities
as ofD11Cembed5, 1999.
.REGISTRATION AND FORMAT- Seethe Institute for Policy Studies home page at www.jhu.edu/--ips ·
for.information about advance registration and format requirements.
·
WARD,CRITERIA - Relevance to the topic. clarity, and persuasiveness.

,UBMISSION DEADLINE - 5:00 PM, December 15, 1999 (Postmarked) Send three copies to:
The Kellogg/JHU Citizenship Essay Contest
Institute for Policy Studies-Johns Hopkins University
Wyman Park Bldg. ·5111 Floor
3400 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

Supported by a grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation
~ ·

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL EXT. 7306

areer
~

Career Resource Center
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1999

, Vi ~1~11.~
.· ~·
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~IrtOICT AlNOVAM11IDDrAtGAlIIN
WHERE: East of the Parker Building

1IME:

9:30 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

ACTIVITIES: Plan~ing, light maintenance, plant grooming, propagation; recording
BRING; Hat, Sunscreen, Gloves, Clippers

~~~ M¥!JftlJ'i'i1lliil~~
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Winston Churchill

·Career •xpo
MarcllZOOO

.dlt.
~

Job DPPor1un111as
Stop by t .h e CRC in Modular 1
or
. check out our web ·s ite at:

www.nova.edu/cwls/crc/ .
Contact Madeline Haug Penna, 2~2~8093, pennam@polaris.nova.edu

For the latest news, visit us at http://www.und~rgrad.nova.edu/novaknlght
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Irene Brings The Rain, and the Flooding
from front page
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above the flooding water. This is a
sixty degree building, and freeze. I decent idea which might reduce the
won't be surprised if I have a cold number of students who will be sick
with a cold next week from running
next week." ·
The recent Hurricane Irene around in this rain.
weather has flooded the entire
This matter .has become increasschool. This time, however, yellow ingly irritating to Nova students. Stupolice tape blocks off sections that dents would appreciate a solution to
over-flood, so students do not park the flood problems. Freshman Lisa
there. Any student in their right mind Cayne said, "How expensive can 1t be
already knows not to park there. The to fix the black top? By the time we
water levels are so high that swim- walk through that water and get to
ming through them might be a better class, we are all freezing and just want
to go home."
idea than
Inst e a d ,
walking. As
a solution,
Nova is conthe walktinually fixing
way from
up
these
the parking
modulars for
lot to the
student classes
P a r ke r
and offices.
bu i 1ding
Still, wading to
was "rethe modulars is
modeled."
. not an easy
Rather than
task during
w alking ·
this weather.
t h r O u g h Physical Plan~ create1 plank pat~waysfor students These houseboats as some
these lakes to get to and from their automobiles.
-Photo by M. Citron like 'to call
students ca~
now walk on wooden boards ( a them, have a good chance of flooding
boardwalk, so to speak), that rises as well.
EEIIEE
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By Joe Pokraka

Contributing Writer

Uncle Funny's was packed October 9th for headline comedian
Doug Stanhope. If you listen to
South Florida's 94.9 Zeta, you may
have heard. Stanhope doing some
· promotions for his shows. I didn't
know what to expect when I entered
the comedy club, but I had heard that
Stanhope was really good. When I
·1eft, I thought he was excellent.
Stanhope took the stage drinking a
beer. As he kept pounding the jokes,
the bar kept serving him drinks.
Stanhope even received two shots
compliments of table 18. Stanhope
had the crowd in tears with his Xrated language and explicit material.
He talked about everything from
having sex with a midget to getting
robbed by a transvestite. The details
a I iii!EDCZ of these stories I am unable to tell
due to graphic language, but I can
tell you that they were damn good
stories.

JOHN CUSACK CAMERON DIAZ -CATHERINE KEENER

8EI NG JOHN MAL KO V-1CH
Ever want to be someone else?
Now you can. ,
/fk
.·> "! \ .•

To win your complimentary pass, just stop by the newspaper
office at the Parker Bldg., Room 332 with the answers to the
following trivia questions:

1. What music video did Spike Jonze direct for
the Beastie Boys?
2. What movie did John Malkovich star in with
Leonardo DiCaprio? ·

'--

Stanhope Rocks
Uncle Funny's
After the show Stanhope was
promoting his newly released CD entitled, "Great White Stanhope." I
really wanted to pick it up, but my
funds were low since I'r,n just a poor
college student. If the CD is any.:.
thing like the show it's worth getting a hold of. Stanhope will also be
making a television appearance in
about eleven weeks on FOX. The
man talks about sex, every other
word is usually f**k, and he drinks
on stage. Wha more could you possibly ask for? As I left Uuncle
Funny's, I saw that the line was even
longer than the one I waited in. If I
had enough money, I would have
waited. What more could you poss ib 1y ask for? As l left Uncle
Funny's, I saw that the line was even
longer than the one I waited in. If l
had had enough money, I would have
waited.

